
Loop-De-Do!

GRAB A 
HANDFUL OF 
COLORFUL 
LOOPS AND A 
HANDY LOOM….
IT’S T IME TO 
GET LOOPY! 
JUST LOOK AT 
THESE CRAFTY 
IDEAS….FROM 
SWEET L ITTLE 
WEARABLES TO 
KITSCHY HOME 
DÉCOR!



POTHOLDERs...a classic loominG proJect!

So Sunny   (1) Mellow yellow gets mixed with white for this sweet and sunny look. 
Gray Day   (2) A little more modern…with grays, blues and a hint of mustard yellow.
Chic Sherbet   (3) It’s fun in the sun with a tropical twist! This look is all play with 
orange, yellow , blue and cool greens.
Precious Primaries   (4) Basic bright is right! Especially when it comes to this colorful 
look—all primary colors!
Green Thing   (5) This look is solidly sweet with a single color scheme and contrasting 
border.  Talk about going green!

HOT sPOT this kitchen is 
cooking with a collection 
of quirky, colorful 
potholders. made using 
a basic loom technique, 
the bright little squares 
are an easy project…
perfect for sharing with 
the kids. simply follow the 
manufacturer’s directions. 
by the way, they make 
terrific coasters too!
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Purse Strings   You’ll want to be 
left holding this chic little bag! It’s 

made from three basic woven squares 
(potholder size) made according 
to the manufacturer’s directions. 
The sides and flap were quickly 

stitched together with a weaving 
needle (available in the Needlework 

Department). We added a pair of 
heavy-duty snaps for function, along 

with a rolled rosette just for fun!

Get a Handle 
How do you get a 
handle on a cute & 
loopy jump rope? All you 
do is fold over ends and tie 
a knot! There’s absolutely no 
sewing (or gluing) required!  

Jump In   Here’s a project that will 
make you jump for joy! This color-crazed 

jump rope was made using an easy finger 
weaving technique. No loom or tools 

required! Simply follow the manufacturer’s 
directions to wrap, twist, knot and hop! 

Belt it Out   What’s not 
to love about this artfully 
knotted belt. It’s the 
perfect project for when 
you don’t want to weave! 
It features oodles of our 
colorful cotton loops, 
knotted in the center 
and joined with split 
rings (available in the 
Jewelry Department).

Sweet Strap   You’ve 
got to love a look that’s 
all about “knot and go!” 
Get to the long and short 
of this carryall project 
with a purse strap that 
is simply tied to size! 
Just slipknot together 

a series of our colorful 
loops until you’ve 
reached the desired 
strap length.

Knotty and Nice! 
use a combination 
of weaving and 
simple knots to 
make kitschy home 
décor and sweet 
little wearables…all 
from our versatile 
craft loops. the 
possibilities are 
endless...just look 
at these adorable 
ideas!
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] Join the Band  
Hair, there and 

everywhere! You’ll love 
these loops as easy-
to-create headgear. 
And you won’t need 

to break out the loom. 
Simply finger-weave 
to the desired length. 

Then, close with a 
coordinating button. 

| Button Up   It’s fun to fasten on 
affordable style with a one-of-a-kind 
collection of loopy hair bands! And what’s 
our favorite way to fasten? A button, of 
course! Secure to the band with a needle 
and thread, and let a loop function as the 
buttonhole. So easy! 
 
] collar Couture   There’s no loom 
needed for this chic braided neckwear and 
headband (shown left).  The entire look 
is created using an easy finger weaving 
technique. The rosettes were simply rolled 
into the shape shown and stitched into 
place. Unique and crafty.
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3 Ornamental? Oh Yeah!    
(1)  Loops to love…loops to layer… 
loops to wear! Our versatile loops are perfect 
for making adorable accessories, just like 
this hip flower necklace. Experiment with 
finger-weaving and knotting to perfect your 
one-of-a-kind designs.

Petal Pusher   (2)  This necklace features 
a funky take on a tropical flower. We knotted 
together an orchid-like bloom and tied it 
into place. Now, that’s flower power!

Beads Please   (3) These loops are lovely 
as a pair of chunky, funky necklaces. And the 
look was super easy to create! No weaving, 
no sewing…no fuss! Just knot the loops to 
the appropriate length, sliding on painted 
wooden beads (available in the Jewelry 
Department) as desired.
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B Snug Rug!   
Weave your way to a 
snuggly-wuggly rug! 
This colorful piece 
began as twenty-four 
basic woven squares, 
made with loops from 
our handy multicolored 
packs. We joined the 
edges with a crochet 
hook. Then, we looped 
on some fringe by 
simply snipping the 
loops open. So easy…
and cute!

Banner Day   No sew? No problem! This adorable banner came together with loops, glue and some fusible web 
(used according to the manufacturer’s directions). We used colorful loops, tied together, as a place to hang our 
sweet pennant flags. And more loops made up the letters—they’re secured to the pennants with fabric glue.
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